
T E C HN O LO G Y  FO R  WO O D E N  F LO O R S



Structuring, sanding, applying and spreading oil or stain and LED drying. 

No matter which surface treatment or treatments you need, Cosma can 

help. We offer a range of modular machines and specialist brushes which 

can process any product down to the finest detail. All our machines and 

brushes can be customized to suit your specific requirements.

TECHNOLOGY 

FOR WOODEN 

FLOORS



 STRUC TURING
Structuring - also referred to as distressing, aging 
or brushing - is used to add depth and texture to 
wooden floors and stairs. Cosma designs and 
builds a range of brushing machines and brushes 
(in nylon and steel) specifically for this purpose.

 SANDING
Cosma’s specialist sanding machines offer optimal 
surface preparation. Our precision-made sanding 
brushes are often combined with structuring and 
dedusting brushes. We supply all our brushing 
aggregates with dust covers and we enclose our 
structuring and sanding machines in cabins to limit 
ambient dust and increase safety.

 APPLYING OIL AND STAIN 
The Cosma roller coater system applies oil and stain 
to wooden floors. We can supply single or double 
roller systems for conventional and LED oils. Our 
rubber rollers and  gummy rollers are available in 
various hardnesses (Shore) to suit your application.

 SPRE ADING OIL AND STAIN 
Cosma’s purpose-built machines spread the oil and 
stain evenly across the surface of the wood. The 
pad and brush absorb any excess material to ensure 
that the correct amount is applied. Surface texture, 
desired colour and (protective) layer thickness 
play an important role in achieving the required 
result. For structured wooden floors, Cosma has 
developed the pad brush which ensures that the oil 
penetrates deep into the wood. 

 LED DRYING
Cosma is launching an LED curing system which 
instantly dries LED oils. We use an electrically 
controlled height-adjustment system as standard 
on all our machines, and this allows you to easily 
place the LED unit the correct distance from the 
wood. This is especially convenient if you are 
running pieces of wood of varying thicknesses, and 
it also ensures optimal drying.

 CLE ANING
Our specially designed brush cleaning machines 
offer the perfect solution for cleaning the pad 
brushes and cylindrical brushes used for spreading 
oil or stain. All our cleaning units are equipped with 
air motors for an explosion-safe execution.

 BRUSHING
Cosma’s specialist brush technology creates the 
surface finish you require. We can supply both 
standard and tailor-made brushes for all your 
surface treatment needs – from structuring and 
sanding to applying and spreading oil or stain. We 
can also help you to implement quality and process 
improvements to reduce costs.

 ABOUT COSMA 
Since 1948 Cosma – Borstelfabriek Holland has 
been developing and manufacturing brushes for the 
full range of industrial surface treatments for wood, 
plastic and metal. Today, the third generation is at 
the helm of this family business.



www.cosma.nl

 CONTAC T INFORMATION

Call us: +31 (0)495 532 354
Mail us: info@cosma.nl
Visit us: 
Cosma - Borstelfabriek Holland BV 
Fahrenheitstraat 8a
6003 DC  Weert - NL


